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ehind the legitimate art-form of today’s “graphic novel”
remains the simpler, grittier heritage of the “comic book.”
Their cheaply-printed pages were eagerly turned by
countless kids, thrilling to the exploits of superheroes or giggling
at silly cartoon gags.
Their entertainment was subsidized in large part by the
advertisers, who crammed the back pages with all manner of
seemingly fantastical bargains somehow within reach of an
average kid’s allowance.
Much of it could perhaps be
charitably
described
as
lessons in caveat emptor. Yet
novelties like X-Ray Spexs,
Sea Monkeys, itching powder,
joy-buzzers, and more have
entered the American cultural
lexicon and manage to inspire
a large degree of fond
nostalgia. Even their crudelydrawn ads, straining the truth
in advertising laws, have
become collectable.
When a young person
sealed
the
envelope
containing their precious
payment, the address they
wrote across it could often be
in New Jersey. Take for
example the glasses one
could order for a mere dollar—
plus 25-cents postage and
handling—that promised the wearer “amazing x-ray vision
instantly” and “guaranteed” the ability to “see through fingers—
through skin—see yolk of eggs—see lead in pencil.”1
The original X-Ray Spex was introduced in 1964 by Harold von
Braunhut, an openly racist Jew born Harold Nathan Braunhut in
Memphis, Tennessee (he added the “von” in the 1950s to sound
more Aryan, without any evident hint of irony), and who was also
responsible for the advent of “Sea-Monkeys.”2 He had actually
improved on an optical illusion novelty first patented in 1906 by
George W. Macdonald (839016). But the concept appeared in
several variations, under different names, including “Slimline XRay Specs.” Those enticed by Slimline’s guarantee of “real FUN”
and how “when you look at your friends you’ll ‘see’ the most
(blushingly funny) amazing things!” were encouraged to send their
$1.25 to the Slimline Company, Dept. 248, P.O. Box 90, 285 Market
Street, Newark, New Jersey.3
That block on Market Street must have been a busy place,
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100 Little Dolls could be had
from the same Market Street
address in Newark.
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since one could also procure 100 “Little Dolls” plastic figurines for
a dollar from “The 100 Doll Co.,” Dept. 315, 285 Market Street.
(There was also a 100 Dolls company located in East Orange, NJ.)4
It wasn’t that these locations were really the home of mad
inventors of consumer disappointment, but rather the order
processing and fulfillment companies—ironically, since few whose
orders they processed likely found anything approaching
fulfillment when their packages
actually arrived.
One especially devious ad
beseeched the reader to “HURRY . . .
be the first!” and order their free lifesize moon monster from Union City,
New Jersey’s Monster Fan Club—free
except for the one dollar “registration
fee,” that is. One can imagine the look
on a little horror movie fan’s face when
they opened their awaited package to
discover their free moon monster was
a black and white poster. Granted,
once one put its two separate sections
together it did manage to reach 6-feet
tall, and maybe that was fun enough
for a child’s imagination. There were
also some movie monster pictures
and an “official” fan club membership
card. But perhaps worst technicality of
all was the reality behind a promised bonus of three free monster
masks, described as “terrifying life like reproductions of movie
monsters.” They were indeed “reproductions of movie monster”
masks, reproduced on a photocopy machine!5
Purveyors of such cheap novelties were nothing if not clever
when it came to manipulating the language in their marketing and
staying just inside the law. The Fun House, at a post office box in
Newark, promised “FREE ONE MILLION CASH” in bold letters. The
smaller text was a little more forthcoming, describing an “exact
reproduction of old U.S. Gold Banknotes (1840).” All you had to do
was send 35-cents (specifically “in coins”) to get your “one
million,” along with their catalog in the hopes of enticing the
recipient to part with more of the genuine article.6
The Practical Joke
The author E.B. White once said, “Humor can be dissected as a
frog can, but the thing dies in the process and the innards are
discouraging to any but the pure scientific mind.” Not that this has
stopped people from trying to analyze “funny.” From erudite wit to
banana-peel slapstick, the definition of “humor” is as broad as it
can be subjective.
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At some point in the dim and distant past, some early human
must have discovered amusement at the expense of others. The
“practical” in “practical joke” differentiates it from the written or
spoken joke, meaning it involves a physical element. Generally, a
practical joke is one designed to cause its victim
embarrassment, perplexity, confusion, or even
emotional or physical discomfort. What
distinguishes it from true sadism is how the goal
is normally not to inflict lasting harm and,
hopefully, the object of the prank will find it
equally funny when they realize they were tricked.
But the salient point of the definition remains the
physical aspect, since that usually means the
employment of some form of prop.7
Since the practical joke is about fooling
someone—a form of deception—it has long been
associated with magic tricks that rely on the
same idea, albeit in a different context.
Entrepreneurs realized they could make money
by manufacturing and selling props to the wouldbe magician and party prankster alike. The sorts of cheap, crude,
low-end novelties proffered by post office box companies from the
backs of comic books were a consequence of that realization.
Their heyday ranged primarily from the postwar period through
the 1970s, though some products date to the early parts of the
century. And among the most iconic examples came from the
mind of a Danish immigrant whose family settled in New Jersey.
Søren Adam Sørensen
Søren Adam Sørensen was born in Kolding, Midtjylland,
Denmark, on May 24, 1879, the son of Hans Sørensen, a clog
maker, and his Swedish wife, Sofia. They came to New Jersey
when Søren was two years old, settling in Perth Amboy, where the
elder Sørensen ran a saloon. A daughter, Annie, was born in 1887
and the 1900 U.S. Census records the then-21-year-old Soren
working as a bartender, probably in his father’s establishment. The
family was living at 35 Rail Road Avenue.8
Like many immigrants, Søren Adam Sørensen went through a
sort of “Americanization” process, beginning by calling himself
“Sam.” And like most boys regardless of what part of the world, he
showed a prankster’s proclivity, evidently finding humor in things
like substituting salt in the sugar bowl or even pulling the chair
away as someone went to sit down. He never attended public
school, instead going out to work. At age twelve, he was working as
a printer’s assistant for a dollar a week at the Middlesex Democrat
newspaper—a position traditionally known as a “printer’s devil,” a
name that might have been especially apt in his case.9
His spare time was spent in pool halls where he discovered he
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Cachoo Sneezing Powder.
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had enough skill to make a livelihood for a while. He was also said
to have been a good shot, taking up trapshooting and winning
prizes in competitions around the country when he wasn’t working
as a salesman hawking picture-frames.10
As he travelled, his appreciation for practical jokes seems to
have been encouraged by the exploding cigars and other novelties
that rounded out the postcards and souvenirs sold by resort town
gift shops. Not everyone, of course, shared his sense of humor—
especially the girlfriend who broke off their courtship after he
placed an imitation tin fly in her soup.11
Cachoo
By 1904, Sam Sorensen had a sales job with a dye
manufacturer. Among their products were synthetic dyes
incorporating German coal-tar derivatives that made the workers
producing the dye sneeze. At his own expense, Sorensen figured
how to refine out the ingredient that was the culprit, a grey powder
that the company had lying about by the barrelful.12 Taking a small
vial of the stuff, he poured a little on the back of his hand and blew
it into a room of unsuspecting victims. Sure enough, they began
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shampoo by a drug store in
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
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sneezing, unaware why, and their consternation drew his guffaws.
He kept some of this powder with him all the time after that and
when friends of likeminded humor were asking him for it, he saw
an opportunity.13
Always looking for a good business deal, he had been part
owner of a hotel in York, Pennsylvania, but was dissatisfied
enough with it—or excited enough by his sneezing powder’s
potential—that he sold his share back to his partner and by 1904
used the $1,500 to establish the Cachoo Sneeze Powder Company
in Plainfield, NJ. Though a Newark chemist helped him refine the
final product, it started as a one-man operation. His first “factory”
was a card table and two chairs in his rented bedroom. Sorensen
himself measured out the product, poured it carefully into the
small vials, corked and labeled them, and personally marketed it to
novelty shops. Throughout his life, he remained secretive about
the exact formula of his powder.14
The reluctance of bottle and cork suppliers to extend credit to
a company called “Cachoo,” selling sneezing powder no less,
contributed to the last step in the Americanization of his name.
Swapping the last two words, Søren “Sam” Adam Sørensen
became the more commercially legitimate sounding S. S. Adams
and Company in 1906.15
S. S. Adams and Co. scored its first major success when the
Philadelphia party supply company of George Zorn and Co. added
Cachoo to their line of paper hats and noisemakers. It proved so
popular that they ordered 50,000 vials! In its first year, Cachoo
earned Adams some $15,000.16 His card table and two-chair
factory expanded to two tables and four chairs, where he hired
two women to pour sneezing powder into the vials, but it was just
the beginning.17
While Adams may have laughed all the way to the bank as his
Cachoo became a national craze, the mischief its purchasers
created greatly angered others. The point of the product, of
course, was to play a practical joke, though not everyone would
find it funny. Indeed, in a 1909 Washington D.C. newspaper,
sneezing powder was described as a “serious menace to the
business of five-cent and ten-cent theater business” amidst calls
for the District to adopt “regulations that will afford relief.”
Enthralled moviegoers at a theater on the corner of 9th Street and
Pennsylvania Avenue were interrupted just as the film was getting
to the good part by the sneezes of “a fat man in the front row” that
was echoed exponentially throughout the hall in a “sneeze
epidemic” lasting several minutes—complete with a sea of
fluttering handkerchiefs. The following evening, the paper reported
“the tender notes of a love song were lost in the midst of a chorus
of ‘cachoos.’” The culprits had managed to sneak in sneezing
powder—likely procured from one of the many businesses thencarrying the products of S. S. Adams. But they didn’t stop there.
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Soon itching powder and “smell bombs” were added to the
disruptions trying the patience of theater management and
patrons alike.
Seeking relief from the onslaught, A. Julian Brylawski of the
Colonial Amusement Company appealed to the city
commissioners and even the public health commissioner, calling it
a “grievous nuisance.” He complained it was all “most deleterious
to health and eyes.” The Deputy Health Officer, C. R. Holman,
obtained samples, explaining they were sold mostly to boys and
young men. He said “they appear to have no legitimate use except
to serve the purpose of gratifying the whims, and possibly the
malice, of evilly disposed persons.” The recommendation was to
outlaw their sale and use.18
It may never be completely known just how many theater
shows, church services, classrooms, political meetings,
conventions, family gatherings, or other events were disrupted by
some precocious prankster and a vial of Adams’ “Chachoo,” but
the success of the product hints the number was significant.

The Snake Nut Can may be one
of the few pranks where the first
victim is known - Emily Adams,
the inventor’s own wife!
Top Image: https://spookycomics.com/tag/ss-adams/
Bottom Image: http://www.pjstrickshop.com

Joy Buzzer
Whether one considered such prank items just good fun or a
grievous nuisance, there was no denying the financial success
that came to S. S. Adams and Co. by supplying mischief-makers.
In 1918, however, Adams bought the manufacturing rights to the
creations of Theodore L. De Land, marking an expansion beyond
practical jokes into the magician market. De Land (1873–1931)
had worked as a clerk for the U.S. Mint in Philadelphia but had a
penchant for inventing trick decks of playing cards for use in
magic acts—double-faced or backed cards, marked decks, etc.
Between 1906 and 1915, he invented some seventeen “packet
tricks” effects using his modified decks of cards. As a curious if
salacious aside, De Land died in an insane asylum in Norristown,
Pennsylvania.19
The acquisition introduced a whole new line of novelty items:
the Ball Vase, the Magic Coin Box, the Three Shell Game, Color
Vision, and Crazy Cube, are among the first tricks bought at the
five-and-dime or ordered from the back of a comic book by many
would-be and even professional magicians in the mid-20 th
century.20 The expansion coincided with Adams moving his factory
to Asbury Park, NJ in 1919.21
But practical joke props remained the staple of the business
and Adams was responsible for over 650 gag products, including
many iconic tools of the prankster’s art. In addition to sneezing
powder, itching powder, and stink bombs, Adams gave the world
the Dribble Glass, the Snake Nut Can, the Squirting Nickel, and the
Fly in the Ice Cube.22
The Snake Nut Can is among the oldest of the classic practical
jokes. The prankster offers their victim a small metal can
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The patent application drawings
for the Joy Buzzer (called a
“Joke Buzzer” here) reveal the
sophistication of its design.
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decorated with “Fancy Salted Mixed Nuts” labeling. When they
unscrew the lid, a “snake” made of a cloth-covered coiled spring
pops out. While somewhat cliché these days, the very first victim
was none other than Adams’ own wife, Emily, in 1915. She had
been nagging him, so the story goes, about a sticking
jam-jar lid that she accused him of not properly closing.
Rather than be annoyed, he was inspired to sheath a
two-foot long coil of wire with a cloth that had a snakeskin-like pattern printed on it. He compressed the
“snake” into the jam jar and waited for his wife’s
surprise the next time she attempted to open it. Life
with Adams was anything but dull.23
What would ultimately propel S. S. Adams to the
peak of practical joke prop manufacturers, however,
was the ultimate hack gag staple—the Joy Buzzer. The
joy buzzer has become so ubiquitous in popular culture
that it hardly seems necessary to describe it. Briefly, it is
a small disk concealed in the hand that vibrates or
buzzes when the prankster shakes someone’s hand.
The sensation for the unsuspecting victim is akin to an
electric shock, though there is no electricity involved.
Technically, Adams’ Joy Buzzer was an improvement
on an earlier product known as “The Zapper” though the
early incarnation evidently didn’t buzz very loudly and
was activated by a blunt but pointy button that could
hurt the victim’s hand. The second version buzzed far
better and did away with the painful button shape.
The Joy Buzzer disk contained a coiled spring that
would be wound tight by the user in preparation for the
prank. A small button gets pressed by the victim’s palm,
releasing the spring and the rapid unwinding is what
creates the shock-like vibration effect. The drawings
illustrating Adams’ 1932 U.S. Patent (number
1,845,735) look a little like a pocket watch in complexity and there
is a degree of sophistication behind it. His first prototype in 1928
was too large to be effectively concealed in the hand. So he took it
to Dresden, Germany, where he found a machinist who designed
tools fine enough that would allow a palm-sized concealable
version to be mass-produced.24
There was a bit more to the story, however, as Adams’ son,
Joseph “Bud” Adams explained to Spooky Comics bloggers John
F. Kelly and Mark Newgarden when they visited the Adams factory
in 1993. “Originally my father had a joy buzzer made by someone
in this country. I don‘t know who it was,” he told them. “It was four
inches in diameter and one inch thick. And he went over to
Germany in 1928 and he met a clever Jewish tool and die maker.
My father told him to make it small, which he did. It was a good
Joy Buzzer. He made the tools for it and the Joy Buzzer was made
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An original S. S. Adams Joy
Buzzer with packaging! “The
greatest of all Fun-Makers”
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that way for several years. And I guess it was in the middle ’30s,
Hitler was coming into power, the Jews were held down and
persecuted and everything else. And so my father got a letter from
the tool maker that said that for a very small amount of money he
would sell him the Joy Buzzer tools. My father sent him the check
and that was the last that we heard of him. I certainly hope that he
got out of Germany. That must have been his travel money.”25
To the Jewish machinist, the Joy Buzzer might have been his
ticket to escape Nazi Germany. To Adams, it meant being able to
buy a larger factory in Neptune, NJ in 1934 (where they would
remain for the next 75 years). To the people he hired, it meant
employment during the Great Depression. The company never laid
anyone off or reduced wages during the crisis.26
We think of the Joy Buzzer as a cheap cliché prank, yet it saved
livelihoods and, it is to be hoped, at least one man’s life.
Expansion
It was probably a good thing Adams had so diversified his
product line during the 1930s. The sneezing powder that had
launched his enterprise was outlawed in the early 1940s by the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration due to health concerns. It is
telling that during the Second World War, the Germans were said
to have been taking a serious look at turning this childish and
annoying prank into a weapon of war.27
Sneezing powder can still be found in novelty shops, but is
likely pepper. The company stopped selling itching powder when
they learned people had been put into the hospital from it. These
days, it can still be found as an imported item derived from a weed
in India known to drive cattle mad from the itching sensation.28
Adams wasn’t, of course, the only company producing
novelties. His biggest rival had the intuitive name of Fun, Inc. out
in Chicago. It was owned by Jules Traub, a handsome former
magician with a tough business sense. In 1949, the two merged
and became a real industry powerhouse. Traub estimated that
65% of their business came from joke novelties, with 25% from
magic tricks and 10% puzzles. Like any industry, there were trends
to navigate—even an industry that involved fake dog poop. While
the joy buzzer remained a strong seller along with fountain pens
that shot water, for a while masquerade gimmicks were all the
rage—fake noses, mustaches, etc. Then it was fake flies in equally
fake ice cubes, along with rubber olives and cherries to add a dash
of humor to cocktails as well as rubber chocolates and even
peanuts.29 Hundreds of products came and went from the Adams
Co. catalog, reflecting such shifting tastes.
The novelties were cheap—mostly between a quarter and a
dollar—in packaging with comic book style graphics. They were
sold in dime stores, gift-shops, and lower-end novelty shops. And,
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of course, in the back of all those comic books. Traub, however,
also managed to get department stores to start carrying packages
of a few items combined.30

Harold G. Hoffman was NJ
Governor from 1935 to 1938, and,
evidently, a fan of S. S. Adams
and Co. pranks!
Image: https://en.wikipedia.org

“King of Professional Pranksters”
When Soren “Sam” Adams died on October 20, 1963 at the age
of 84, he was lauded as the “king of the professional pranksters”
by The New York Times. He was quoted as having said he made
his money manufacturing “anything that is absolutely useless,
offensive or prone to cause shock or embarrassment.”31
Though he considered his products with care, Adams wasn’t
one to delve too deeply into the psychology of the people who
bought his products, but scoffed at the suggestion they were
simpletons amused by sadistic acts. He told reporters “the
smarter a man is, the more he appreciates a good laugh. The most
brilliant mind I know, ex-Governor Hoffman of New Jersey, was
one of my best customers. One summer, when the Governor was
staying at Sea Girt, he bought over two hundred of my Pop Ball
Surprises, the most expensive item in the catalogue, and he
worked the gag all summer on some of the most prominent people
in the political and social world.”32
The Pop Ball Surprise that so tickled the Governor retailed for
$4.75. It consisted of a gaily wrapped package about as big as a
shoe box, looking like a Christmas present. When the cord was
untied, the sides of the box flew apart, and some fifty balls, made
of compressed honeycombed tissue would fly out all over the
place, each having expanded as big as an orange.33
The king of the practical jokers was often described in
interviews as speaking of the business in a coldly analytical tone,
never chuckling or grinning. His son recalled him being known as
“Silent Sam,” who one would never suspect for the prankster he
actually was. Maybe people just intuitively expected the inventor
of Cachoo, the Dribble Glass, and the Joy Buzzer to be a grown-up
class clown living a riotous laugh-a-minute existence. But
perhaps it was the very fact he also took silliness seriously that his
business was so successful.
”Naturally,” he described, “the reaction should always be
unexpected. I mean, you have to say to yourself, speaking as an
inventor, what is the opposite reaction I want to create from what
Mr. Average Man would normally expect? I mean, if you pick up a
glass of milk or water, what is the opposite reaction you expect?
Naturally, if the glass leaks, that is the opposite reaction. So I
invented a glass which leaks, the famous dribble glass, which is
probably the most pirated item I ever had. Although I got out a
patent on it, the Japs and the Germans and the fly-by-nights in
this country drove me crazy with their cheap imitations of it, and
they undersold me by 50 per cent. But I am happy to say that no
other dribble glass ever dribbled as much as the Adams dribble
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glass, which is still supreme, and sells more than 500,000 a year.”
“When I am fooling around with a new idea,” he further
explained, “I try to picture Mr. Average Man sitting around a
cocktail lounge or in somebody’s house before their weekly game
of poker and I try to ask myself if this new item will go in that sort
of group so if person A pulls the gag on person B,
person B will get a kick out of waiting for person C to
walk in and get the surprise of his life.” That was
important. The effect couldn’t be so awful that the
victim would want to, say, punch the prankster in the
nose. They had to enjoy being had, since that meant
they would want to try pulling the same prank on
someone else—and they might want to buy one of the
products for themselves.
The effect also had to be momentary—a surprise or
moment of embarrassment, but nothing that did any
lasting damage. “It ceases to be a joke when it does any
serious damage,” he qualified. “I have done a
considerable amount of research on electrical shocking
devices, once even fooled with a portable shocking unit
that could be quickly wired to any chair, but I gave it up
as I figured there was too much risk in it, as some
dumbbell is liable to go out and electrocute somebody
with a weak heart.”34
There was, however, one time when his judgment of
what made for a good gag failed him. When the owner
of Toronto’s JEM Rubber Co. approached him in the
1920s with what would become known as the
“Whoopee Cushion,” he declared it to be too vulgar and
predicted it would never sell. When the mail-order
novelties company of Johnson Smith had great
success with it, however, Adams later issued his own
version, calling it the “Razzberry Cushion.”35
It wasn’t the only time he made his own version of an
existing product. While he never made x-ray specs, S. S. Adams
did offer a cardboard tube using the same optical illusion. Such
copycat products were not uncommon in that business and hardly
ever worth pursuing legally. Asian companies frequently made
cheaper knockoffs of Adams products. In one instance,
manufacturers in India evidently couldn’t read the English
packaging and instructions on a ball and cups illusion they wanted
to pirate. So they just copied everything with faithful precision—
even the Adams company name and the patent number!36
His son, Joseph “Bud” Adams started working for this father
shortly after the expansions made possible by the Joy Buzzer. “We
survived the Depression because people wanted something
inexpensive that would help them forget their troubles,” Bud
Adams recalled. In 1987, the younger Adams revisited the product
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Nevin in 2006.
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his father was best-known for. He redesigned the mechanism to
be simpler to make, adding a zinc case to be more durable, and
able to emit a louder buzz. The Super Joy Buzzer was born and it
remained a source of pride that each was still stamped “Made in
the United States, Neptune, N.J.” There were cheaper knockoffs to
be had, but as Bud described, “Ours is the best. It works.” Chris
Adams, the third generation of the family to run the company,
added that “every buzzer is laugh-tested before it leaves the
factory—spell that 1-a-f-f.” As late as 1990, the Adams Super Joy
Buzzer sold over 100,000 units.37
The S. S. Adams name has become legend amongst
aficionados of such things. These days, an original classic S. S.
Adams product in its original packaging can fetch a tidy sum with
collectors—much more than the under a dollar it cost to originally
buy! Maybe we’ve grown too sophisticated to fall for fake vomit or
now view the joy buzzer as a hackneyed cliché, albeit worthy of
tribute on such august cultural commentaries as The Simpsons
(In “Homie the Clown,” Homer is repeatedly “shocked” by Krusty
the Klown). Yet there remains for many a reverent nostalgia for
such simpler pleasures. There are generations who grew up
breathlessly turning the pages of the S. S. Adams catalog for the
next prank to pull on classmates and teachers or a new illusion
with which to mystify family members.
In 2009, the S. S. Adams Co. was purchased by MagicMakers,
Inc. from Sioux Falls, South Dakota. It’s a long way from New
Jersey, but the name made famous in a Neptune factory still
resonates and carries enough cache that the most popular
novelties have been reintroduced, complete with faithful
reproductions of the original packaging.38
There is some admitted charm to the notion that among the
transformative inventions able to claim a Garden State
connection—from the light bulb to the drive-in to the CCD chip—
may also be counted, with as much solemn regard, Cachoo
Sneezing Powder, the Dribble Glass, and the Joy Buzzer.
As I have often maintained, scratch the surface and you will
often find a New Jersey connection . . . even if that scratching is
occasioned by some precocious prankster, employing Mr. Adams’
itching powder.
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Further Reading
This article was inspired in part by Kirk Demarais’ book, “MailOrder Mysteries” when I saw how many novelty items had New
Jersey addresses where to order them.
http://www.amazon.com/Mail-Order-Mysteries-Real-Stuff-Comic/dp/160887026X

His latest book is a visual history of the S.S. Adams Company.
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B001KKV1CA/thebooklab-20

When I read that the Joy Buzzer was made in New Jersey in Linda
Barth’s book, “A History of Inventing in New Jersey: From Thomas
Edison to the Ice Cream Cone,” I knew I had to write this article!
www.amazon.com/History-Inventing-New-Jersey-Thomas/dp/1626192065/

Maureen Nevin’s interview with Chris Adams can be heard here:
https://archive.org/details/20060928
John F. Kelly and Mark Newgarden’s interview with Bud Adams
can be read here (along with some great pictures of the factory
and vintage Adams products!):
https://spookycomics.com/tag/ss-adams/
The sources cited below should also be consulted! All internet
links should be ‘clickable’.
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